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Basic premise: The core challenge 
is organizational. 

Put as much emphasis 
on transforming the 
organisation as the 

product
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What marks successful players out?

Singularity of 
purpose

Smart, 
compelling 
leadership

Pro-digital 
culture

Unequivocal 
strategic focus

Early start

Journalism, tech and 
business blended

Autonomous or 
decoupled 
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BBC 
CNN

Condé Nast 
Dagans Nyheter
Daily Telegraph 

El País 
Le Monde
The Times 

Vice

Companies researched

Axel Springer
Economist 

Financial Times  
New York Times 

Schibsted
Washington Post 

Vox
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Media companies have progressively
expanded over past decades

Print newspapers

Print supplements

Website

TV channels

Niche channels

On-demand

Mass

Niche

Digital/online

Social/mobile Apps, Facebook, Google Apps, streamed, YouTube

For audiences, massive increase in choice, for legacy organizations, complexity, 
stretched resources, and pressing need to rebalance asset & expertise portfolio
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Historic 
strengths and 

assets here

Future here
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Overshadowed by platforms

Lower revenues, less control of how and where content is consumed, weaker 
relationship with audiences – but platforms are bridge to next generation of readers

Source except BBC and NYT: finance.search.yahoo.com. 
Data accessed 17 February 2016. BBC:  BBC Annual Report. 
NYT Yahoo Finance 4.2.2016
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Legacy media have been on a transition 
journey for nearly two decades

1. All have some degree of ‘tech debt’ – unfinished major 
change projects

2. Burnout is real issue for those driving the change and  
working on boundaries of old and new

3. Not everyone has seen the Demogorgon - understanding 
of the severity/scale of the challenge is uneven
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“What has 
strategy been 
like in recent 

years?”

“retro-fitted – didn’t 
feel like a strategy at 

the time”

“constant fire-fighting”

“defined by many
individual projects”

“rebuilding the aeroplane
mid-flight”

“opportunistic”
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Disentangling layers of strategy

Long term strategic goals 
(Why do we exist?)

‘shiny new things’ 

Revenue
(How will we finance it?) 

Tech
&

data
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Audience 
insights 

needed here

Audience 
insights 

needed here

Insights from 
whole org 

needed here



Legacy can‘t pivot but can shift -
if pieces are in place beforehand

Cultural
acceptance

Flexible
structures

Leadership
(clarity, signalling)

“This is something we do”

Multi-disciplinary teams, 
temporary strategic projects, 

etc.

“Necessary to meet the vision, 
for a sustainable future”
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How (and where) are tech, business 
and journalism merging?

Dig. 
Storytelling

Social 
Media

DataProduct

“deepen engagement”

Platform Universe

“get stories in front of 
people”

“connect readers to stories”

Dig. 
Storytelling

Social 
Media

DataProduct
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Journalists’ role broadens and 
becomes more strategic

Build 
relationship

Journalists

Podcast

Loyalty 
Engagement 

Sustainability 

audience become 
‘people’ / ‘friends’ 

Ownership of 
their field

TwitterConversational 
newsletter

Events

Autonomy
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‘Knowledge hierarchy’ is changing

1. Expertise is no longer automatically correlated with 
length of experience

2. Much critical knowledge is located in newer areas, at 
lower levels and at the periphery of the organisation
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Optimizing information flow, up, around, as well as down, is essential



Cultural differences, but overlaps too

Liberal arts Engineering

Serving audiences

Risk ‘averse’

Perfecting UX

Experiment

Journalism Tech

Clarity of 
thought/language

Commitment
to craft

High intrinsic
motivation
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Constant 
Learning

Leadership
Signalling

Change culture indirectly but 
systematically
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Flexible 
structures

Info 
Channels 

Prompts & 
Nudges



For leaders this means

1. Communication – relentlessly reiterate digital goals
• Overt (town-halls, newsletters etc)
• Implicit (meeting choreography, job titles etc)

2. Channels to ensure they hear what they need to
• Digital talent - reverse mentoring, ‘shadow board’
• Staff - micro-events, small breakfasts/dinners
• Readers - direct contact between leaders, newsroom 

and users
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“Leadership is about transparency and messaging: 
here’s my goal, here’s how I’m doing it, and I’m going 
to repeat it constantly, bang it in … it’s really fricking 

hard”

“the Editor has to talk about digital all the time. All 
the time. People have to know I care about it … and I 

will hold them accountable”



Maximising learning

• Porous boundaries – regular contact with peers

• Continuous structured inputs – DIY internal 
events, courses, visits

• Embedding – to accelerate skill acquisition, speed 
processes, trigger innovation

• (Keep expectations realistic – everyone does not 
need to learn everything) 
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“we get in contact with good people around the 
globe. It’s about speed. It’s about saving time by 
not making a mistake someone else has made ”

“If someone goes off and does a two-hour AI 
breakfast, then they take someone with them”



Four final points

1. Innovation is critical, but innovation ≠ strategy.  

2. Digital storytelling is fun. Transforming organisations is a 
grind. It wears people out. 

3. People issues (talent and learning) are very strategic and 
where biggest opportunities left on table. 

4. Everyone is doing most of this but God is in the details -
calibre of execution and extent to which elements are 
joined-up.
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Researching in a 
Disrupted

Enviroment



Media management – an applied
field bridging theory and industry

Theoretical 
concepts

Industry 
context



Difference between media 
management and ‘pure management’

Theoretical lens / 
area Constant

‘Roam’ over theoretical research 
streams

‘Range’ over potential empirical 
contexts

Empirical field 
Constant

Media 
Management

Ironically, media management researchers need mastery of a broader range of 
theory than ’pure’ management researchers

‘Pure’
Management



Culture, 
learning

and 
organisation

change

Lens 1
Incumbent 
response

to disruptive
innovation

Organisational 
architectures 
and routines 

for
continuous 
innovation 

Lens 2
Cognition

neutral stable episodic continuous

Nature of Environmental Change

Analysis level
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Lens 3
Socio-constructivist theories of 

organisational Creativity

Team psychological safety

Resource slack and innovation

Internet business models 

Threat rigidity

Organisation
Technology

Corporate
Venturing

Top team pathology

Resource allocation

Leadership

Incumbent inertia

Potential lenses to apply firm level 
disruption of legacy firm



Research access influenced by funding

• Public service and non-profit
• Easy (usually viewed as consistent with public remit)

• Stock market funded
• Basic financial data always available
• Access dependent on competitive situation

• VC / Private investor
• Difficult, firms need to manage PR narrative

Non-
Profit

Stock 
Market

VC / 
Investor

Public



‘Like with Like’ problem

Stock mkt:
• Shorter term 

(EBIT) focus
• Innovation 

needs clearer 
case

VC
3-7 year strategy
• Focus on growth 

not profits
• Likely to pivot

Private / trust
• Longer-term 

view
• Innovation 

easier

Public 
• Complex orgs 
• Strategy 

prescribed
• Predictable revs

1. Funding influences phenomena found  (and by extension lens choice)
2. Diversity of organisations (even within single sector) undermines 

ability to draw common findings



Complexity at granular level

©



Research is being disrupted too

• No steady state – evolution is ongoing

• Far-reaching change - affecting industry boundaries,  
sector taxonomies etc.

• Industry moving fast (ahead of academia)

• (Academic publishing cycles move slowly - relevance 
of findings)



Invest time in ‘deep planning’, be rigorous in choice 
of lens and research context

• When selecting theory:
• Consider focal entity, are core concepts 

operationalisable?
• Reach out to colleagues in ‘pure’ management (check fit 

between theory and phenomena)

• When selecting phenomena:
• Is it evolving too fast to research? 
• Does unit of analysis match theory?
• Check with practitioners - relevance? Access?



And always be clear on core motivation. Why 
are you engaging in this research? 

• To increase scholarly understanding of the media 
industry?
• To contribute to management theory with 

insights generated in the media industry?
• To help managers in the media manage better?
• To  publish well?
• All of the above?


